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Nearly all employees in the modern enterprise can benefit from access to timely data to 
improve insights and decision making, but most organizations struggle to achieve the balance 
of self-service, managed data access and reporting capabilities. The Business Intelligence 
Jumpstart is the first step in implementing a successful self service business intelligence 
program. 

Why It Matters

  
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE JUMPSTART 
Bring Your Data to Life and Empower All Users

Enable Users at All Levels in the Organization 
IT organizations can reduce the amount of time spent 
managing reporting needs by driving a data culture and 
balancing self-service analytics with enterprise-managed 
reporting. Deliver more cost effective and robust business 
intelligence solutions on Power BI while increasing overall 
security and compliance through managed processes.

3Cloud can help you accelerate the adoption of Microsoft Power 
BI and optimize time to value on your investment with our Modern 
Data Platform Jumpstart solution.

Speed and Agility 
Drive user satisfaction and a consistent experience through 
a modern platform using Microsoft Power BI and Azure. 
Expert deployment enables the business to spend less 
time wrangling data and more time analyzing information, 
speeding time to insights. 

Actionable Insight 
Modern Business Intelligence Jumpstart enables your  
analysts and savvy business users to take BI beyond 
traditional slice-and-dice with new machine learning and AI 
capabilities within Microsoft Azure and Power BI.

Are you flying 
blind and making 
decisions without 
access to data?

Do all business 
users have 

access to data?
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How It Works
Get the most out of your Power BI investment.  3Cloud’s Modern Business Intelligence Jumpstart is built to 
accelerate the adoption of Power BI across the enterprise while serving both IT users for monitoring and 
business users with self service.  3Cloud will drive adoption across the enterprise, implementing best practices 
for governance and deployment that sets you up for lasting success.

Engagement Deliverables 
 
Azure experts from 3Cloud will facilitate workshops with your team 
to outline, plan, and provide best in class deliverables designed 
to effectively guide your modern business intelligence from the 
beginning. On average, the jumpstart engagement is four to six weeks.

· Power BI health check assessment 
· Power BI governance and security documentation 
· Lighthouse solution including themes and visualization standards 
· Data ingestion and modeling patterns 
· Monitoring utility to Power BI assets and users 
· Admin and power user training  

The Modern Business Intelligence 
Jumpstart leverages the following 
powerful Azure Services:

Azure Synapse Analytics

Power BI
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3Cloud is your one accountable partner to deliver Azure infrastructure, data and 
analytics, and applications with the fastest time to value from our experience, tools 
and accelerators. 3Cloud is the largest pure-play Azure partner in the ecosystem with 
unequaled expertise in Azure. We have hundreds of Azure experts, including MVPs 
and Fast Track Solution Architects, with thousands of hours implementing cutting edge 
solutions with Microsoft’s most advanced technology.

Why 3Cloud


